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Phase diagram and in�uene of defets in the double perovskites
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The phase diagram of the double perovskites of the type Sr2−xLaxFeMoO6 is analyzed, with and

without disorder due to antisites. In addition to an homogeneous half metalli ferrimagneti phase

in the absene of doping and disorder, we �nd antiferromagneti phases at large dopings, and other

ferrimagneti phases with lower saturation magnetization, in the presene of disorder.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Vn, 75.10.-b.

Introdution. The double perovskite Sr2FeMoO6

and related materials

1

are good andidates for mag-

neti devies, as they ombine a high Curie temper-

ature and a fully polarized (half metalli) ondution

band.

2

At present, these materials are being extensively

studied.

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15

The magnetism of these ompounds arises from the

Fe

3+
, S = 5/2 ore spin, while the harge state of the

Mo ion is 5+. Spatially, the Mo and Fe ions oupy

two interleaving FCC latties (sodium hloride stru-

ture). The ondution band ontains one eletron per

unit ell, whih tends to be antiparallel to the Fe spin.

Experiments suggest that, in many samples, the satu-

ration magnetization is less than the expeted 4µB per

formula unit. This e�et is usually asribed to the pres-

ene of antisite defets,

3,5,8,9,10,11,13,14,16,17

where, due to

the similarity of their atomi radii, Mo ions are randomly

plaed on the Fe sublattie and onversely. Notie that

when a Fe ion is misplaed, with high probability it will

have a Fe ion among its �rst neighbors, enhaning diret

antiferromagneti (AFM) superexhange with respet to

the ideal struture. The strength of this oupling an be

inferred from the ompound LaFeO3, whih has the same

struture, but where the Mo ions have been substituted

by Fe

3+
. LaFeO3 is known to be AFM,

18

with a Néel

temperature of TN = 720K.
The Sr ions in Sr2FeMoO6 an be substituted for triva-

lent ations, like La, leading to Sr2−xLaxFeMoO6.
4,8,13

These ompounds have 1 + x eletrons per formula unit

in the ondution band. These doped materials tend

to have a higher Curie temperature. Notie that one

an also onsider the substitution with a monovalent ion

(i.e. Sr→ K, Sr2−xKxFeMoO6 ), whih takes one ele-

tron from the ondution band, leaving 1 − x eletrons

per formula unit. Hene in this paper negative x will

atually refer to substitution with a monovalent ion.

The model. Band struture alulations have shown

that the ondution band an be desribed in terms of

hybridized t2g orbitals at the Mo and Fe sites.

2,19

If one

onsiders the t2g orbitals of both spin orientations at the

Fe sites, the model leads to a highly orrelated system,

where an on site Hund's oupling and a Hubbard repul-

sive term have to be added.

20,21,22

In the following, we

will onsider the magneti phase diagram only, and ne-

glet the possible existene of a metal-insulator transition

when the ratio between the bandwidth and the Coulomb

term is su�iently small.

21,22

We onsider that the on-

dution band is built up of the three t2g orbitals at the Fe

sites with spins oriented antiparallely to the Fe moment,

and the six t2g orbitals at the Mo sites (see below).

We denote the destrution operator on xy orbitals with
spin + or − at lattie site r as Fxy;±;r , Mxy;±;r (F for

Fe and M for Mo), and so on. The spin and number

operators on a given Fe site are:

~S
r

=
∑

α,β=±

(

F †
xy;α;r + F †

xz;α;r + F †
yz;α;r

)

~σα,β (Fxy;β;r + Fxz;β;r + Fyz;β;r ) , (1)

NFe
r

=
∑

α=±

(F †
xy;α;rFxy;α;r + F †

xz;α;rFxz;α;r + F †
yz;α;rFyz;α;r ) . (2)

Analogous de�nitions hold for the Mo atoms. Given the large spin value (S=5/2) of the the loalized Fe ore spins,
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we treat them as lassial, with polar oordinates

~φ = (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ) (3)

As mentioned above, we only onsider the Fe orbitals

with spin antiparallel to

~φ, whih amounts to assume

that the Hund's oupling at the Fe ions is muh larger

than the other interations. Thus, we de�ne up and down

orbitals, f1 and f2, with respet to the loal 5/2 spin:

F+ = cos
θ

2
f1 + sin

θ

2
f2 ,

F− = sin
θ

2
eiϕf1 − cos

θ

2
eiϕf2 , (4)

and we neglet all terms inluding the f1 operators. For

the sake of brevity, in the following we set f2 = f . Then,
the Hamiltonian, in the absene of disorder and neglet-

ing diret hopping terms between Mo orbitals (see be-

low), an be written as:

H = Kxy+Kyz+Kxz−µ
∑

r even

NFe
r

−(µ+∆)
∑

r odd

NMo
r

, (5)

with

Kxy = tMo−Fe

∑

r∈Fe lattice

û=êx,êy

(sin
θ
r

2
f †
xy;rMxy;+;r+û + h.c.) ...

(6)

where, for brevity, we omit the analogous hoppings from

the sites belonging to the Mo sublattie to the Fe sites.

Analogous expressions are found for the kineti energy on

the xz and yz planes. Finally, we add a diret hopping

between Mo orbitals. These hopping terms give rise to

three separate two dimensional Hamiltonians.

20,21,22

The

substitution of Mo ions for Fe ions leads to diret Fe-Fe

hopping terms, ( we take tFe−Fe = tMo−Fe), and also to

the inlusion of an AFM exhange, JFe−Fe. Thus, the

model is de�ned by the parameters tMo−Fe, tMo−Mo,∆, µ
and JFe−Fe. There are nine orbitals per unit ell, three

at the Fe sites, and six at the Mo sites.

The oupany of the ondution band depends on

the value of the hemial potential, µ, and it varies

from one eletron to two eletrons per unit ell in

Sr2−xLaxFeMoO6, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. We neglet interations of

the eletrons within this band (as disussed below, the

number of eletrons at the Fe sites is always less than

one).

We will use tFe−Mo as our unit of energy (tFe−Mo ≈

0.35eV from band struture alulations). We take

tMo−Mo/tFe−Mo = 0.25, ∆ = 0 and JFe−Fe/tFe−Mo = 0.1.
The value of ∆ implies a relatively large hybridization

of the Fe and Mo orbitals, whih seems onsistent with

Hartree-Fok alulations.

22 JFe−Fe is hosen so as to re-

produe the Néel temperature of LaFeO3. We have not

made a omprehensive study of the dependene of the

results on the tight binding parameters, but the alula-

tions made so far indiate that the qualitative features of

the phase diagrams to be disussed below are not strongly

dependent on the hoie of parameters. In the absene

of disorder, this model is basially equivalent to the one

studied by Chattopadhyay and Millis

20

in the ontext

of Dynamial Mean Field Theory, although we shall use

Variational Mean Field (see 23 for a omparison between

the two methods). The main novelty is in our onsidering

of the disorder e�ets

3,5,8,9,10,11,13,14,17

: with probability

y we misplae an Fe ion onto the Mo sublattie (and

onversely) without any spatial orrelations (y is just the
antisite density). It is lear that y = 0.5 orresponds to

full disorder on the loation of the Fe and Mo ions, while

y > 0.5 is equivalent to 1− y with the Fe and Mo sublat-

ties interhanged. Vaanies an be equally onsidered,

but expliit alulations showed that they have a muh

milder e�et on the phase diagram.

Method of alulation. We use the method developed

for double exhange systems in Ref. 23. We assume that

the Fe ore spins are lassial. At a given temperature,

we average over spin on�gurations obtained by assum-

ing that there is a magneti �eld ating on the spins.

The magnitude of these �elds are variational parameters,

whih are taken so as to minimize the free energy. Given

a spin on�guration, the eletroni states are alulated

exatly, and the eletroni ontribution to the free energy

is obtained by integrating the density of states. As the

Fe spins are distributed in a three dimensional lattie,

and the eletrons lead to e�etive interations with the

ubi symmetry, we think that our mean �eld ansatz for

the spin on�gurations is su�ient. This method is in

exellent agreement with more preise Monte Carlo al-

ulations for the double exhange model.

24

We solve the

Hamiltonian in latties with up to 512× 512× 512 sites

(note that the alulation of the eletroni wave funtions

requires only the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in

a 512× 512 square). For these sizes, the disorder due to

antisites is self-averaging.

The adequay of our tehnique depends on the ansätze

made for the possible spin on�gurations. We have on-

sidered four possible phases: i) the paramagneti (PM)

phase, ii) the ferrimagneti (FI) phase, where all Fe spins

are parallel, and the spins of the eletrons in the ondu-

tion band are antiparallel to the Fe spins, iii) an AFM

phase, where the Fe spins in neighboring (1,1,1) planes

are antiparallel, and iv) a di�erent ferrimagneti (FIP)

phase where the Fe spins are aligned ferromagnetially if

the Fe are in the orret positions, and antiferromagneti-

ally if the Fe ions oupy Mo sites beause of the antisite

defets. In the absene of disorder, we have heked that

other phases with anted spins have higher free energy.

Note that the above ansätze de�ne the average magneti-

zation at the Fe sites, but that thermal �utuations are

also inluded.

Results. The phase diagram of Sr2−xLaxFeMoO6, as

funtion of x and temperature, is shown in Fig. 1 for

di�erent onentrations of antisites.

In the absene of defets, we �nd that TC dereases

with inreasing doping of the ondution band, in agree-
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Figure 1: Phase diagram of Sr2−xLaxFeMoO6 as funtion of

x and temperature for di�erent onentrations of antisite de-

fets. Negative x atually means Sr2−|x|K|x|FeMoO6. In both

ases, the density of arriers in the ondution band is 1 + x.
Phase-separation regions are found between the FI and AFM

phases (upper panel), and between the FIP and AFM phases

(middle and lower panel).

ment with Ref. 20. At high, but still reasonable, dopings

we �nd the ordered AFM phase desribed above. The

phase transitions are �rst order, with regions of phase

separation between them. For x ≈ 0, the spins of the

eletrons at the Mo orbitals are antiparallel to the Fe

ore spins. We asribe the tendeny toward phases with

zero magnetization, upon inreasing doping, to the o-

upany of the Mo orbitals whih are aligned parallel to

the Fe spins.

The presene of antisite defets hanges signi�antly

the phase diagram: i) The FI phase is replaed by the

FIP phase, where the spins at the Fe sites at the de-

fets are antiparallel to the overall magnetization, ii) the

ordered AFM phase is strongly suppressed, and iii) the

value of TC inreases as the onentration of antisites also

inreases

26

, iv) the dependene of TC with the number of

eletrons in the ondution band is more pronouned in

the presene of antisites.

These e�ets are assoiated to the diret AFM intera-

tion between spins at Fe ions whih are nearest neighbors.

These interations play no role in perfet materials. The

antiferromagnti interation an be easily shown to be

equivalent to a ferromagneti one for the atoms in the Fe

sublattie. Thus, superexhange enhanes the tendeny

toward a ferromagneti order in the original Fe sublat-

tie. This e�et is independent of the number of eletrons

in the ondution band. The saturation magnetization,

on the other hand, is redued.

Fig. 2 gives the oupanies of the di�erent orbitals as

the number of eletrons in the ondution band is varied.

Most of the harge is in the Mo orbitals. The variation

is not linear, indiating that a rigid band piture is not

valid.

17

There are sharp hanges at the phase transitions.

Figure 2: Oupation of the Mo↑, Mo↓ and Fe↓ as funtion

of the doping of the ondution band. The urves give the

oupanies for a 10% density of antisites defets. Note that

in phases with no net magnetization, the oupanies of the

Mo↑ and Mo↓ levels are the same.

Figure 3: Low temperature magnetization (µB per formula

unit) of Sr2FeMoO6 as funtion of the onentration of anti-

site defets, y. Experimental results are from Refs. 9,11,14.

At low temperatures, the spins at antisites tend to be

antiparallel to the magnetization, as shown in Fig. 1.

This implies that the saturation magnetization is redued

with respet to the ordered ase. The total magnetiza-

tion of the ore spins and the ondution eletrons, is

shown in Fig. 3. The alulated magnetization is well

�tted by the line MS = (4.0 − 7.7y)µB, where y is the

antisite density. Experimental results from Refs. 9,11,14.

are added for omparison. Note that the derease in the

magnetization does not lead to a lowering of the Curie

temperature, as disussed above.

Conlusions. We have studied the magneti phase dia-

gram of the doped double perovskites, Sr2−xLaxFeMoO6.
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We have analyzed the in�uene of antisite defets, on the

phase diagram.

In lean systems, we �nd that, as the number of

eletrons in the ondution band inreases, the riti-

al temperature dereases, in agreement with previous

alulations.

20

This variation is due to the inreased �ll-

ing of the Mo↑ band, whih redues the double exhange-

like mehanism whih tends to align the Fe moments. At

su�iently high dopings, we �nd ordered phases with-

out net magnetization, whih enhane the deloalization

of both the Mo↑ and Mo↓ bands. The transitions be-

tween these phases tend to be �rst order, with regions

of phase separation between them. Eletrostati e�ets

will prevent the existene of phase separation at maro-

sopi sales, leading to a domain struture at mesosopi

sales

25

.

Antisite disorder indues signi�ant hanges in the

phase diagram. The ordered ferrimagneti phase is re-

plaed by a di�erent ferrimagneti phase where the Fe

spins at defets are antiparallel to the bulk magnetiza-

tion (the FIP phase, see Fig.1). Antiferromagnetism at

�nite dopings is suppressed. The saturation magneti-

zation in the FIP phase is redued, although the Curie

temperature tends to inrease with the number of Fe in

Mo positions, due to the diret AFM exhange between

Fe ions whih are nearest neighbors

26

.

Note that, in order to study ompounds with di�erent

number of arriers in the ondution band, the presene

of vaanies and hanges in the Fe - O - Mo bond angles,

Fe/Mo - O distane, and in the energy splitting ∆ an

in�uene the results. These e�ets need to be extrated

from the available experimental data and inorporated in

the model Hamiltonian, eq. (5).

We have not studied transport properties, although

it seems likely that the variation of the magneti stru-

ture near defets will lead to signi�ant hanges in a half

metalli system.

17

We have also not analyzed other ef-

fets of the eletron-eletron interation, suh as the exis-

tene of a Mott transition to an insulating state, found in

the related ompound Sr2FeWO6.
22

We think, however,

that our model inludes all relevant interations required

to study the magneti properties of the metalli state of

double perovskites. Similar models provide a good under-

standing of the magneti properties of the half metalli

manganite oxides (suh as La1−xCaxMnO3).
23,24

In summary, we �nd a rih phase diagram for

Sr2−xLaxFeMoO6, whih is signi�antly modi�ed in the

presene of defets. Our results seem onsistent with ex-

isting experimental data.
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